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Submission requirements:

Authors must affirm that their submission:

- has not been published elsewhere, either in whole or in part, in any language (Prior presentation of a work at a conference is acceptable. Period publication in conference proceedings may be acceptable, depending on the format and distribution of the proceedings. Please discuss prior publication in conference proceedings with the editor.);
- is not under review by another publication;
- will not be submitted for review elsewhere while under review at Disputatio philosophica;
- is not based on data reported in any other prior or pending publication, unless the author provides the editor with supporting documentation to demonstrate the unique contribution of the submission; and
- has no conflict of interest pertinent to the subject of the article.

Works previously submitted and rejected are not acceptable unless the rejection letter specifically indicated that editorial team would consider another improved version of manuscript on the same topic form the author.

Articles may not be posted online during the review process. After acceptance and article will be posted online immediately after paper version of Disputatio philosophica has been published.
**Formatting and style requirements:**

Manuscripts that do not meet formatting, style, and anonymity requirements will be returned to authors. This may delay the review process:

- **Manuscripts:**
  - PDF and doc format
  - Double-spaced
  - 12-point Times New Roman type
  - Not to exceed 12,000 words
  - Page numbers on all pages
  - **First page** of the manuscript should include:
    - **Full name** of the author
    - **Email** or address for correspondence
    - Name of **affiliated institution**, on origin and English language
    - **Title** on origin and English language
    - **Abstract** on origin and English language (no more than 150 words)
    - **Key words** on origin and English language (up to 10 words alphabetically ordered)
      - **Tables and charts** must be submitted as part of the manuscript and not as separated documents.

Prior to publication, the author may be asked to provide original source files for any charts or graphs in the manuscript. Authors should avoid the use of charts or graphs copied from online sources, as these may not be suitable for reproduction in print format.

- All **use of published or unpublished work** written by persons other than the author must receive proper citation.
- **Anonymity.** The manuscript itself must not contain author name, institution or other identifying information, on all other pages other than the information noted above on the first page.
- **Style.**
  - Contain footnotes and no endnotes
  - Manuscripts should follow the guidelines of the most recent Chicago Manual of Style (http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/tools_citationguide.html). Authors are welcome to follow either 1) **author-date** or 2) **notes and bibliography** system.
  - Choosing between the two depends on subject matter and the nature of sources cited.
  - Here illustrated is the author-date Chicago style, for the main common types of publication (T= in text citation, R= reference list entry):
    - **Book**
      T: (Nozick 1981, 203)  
    
    - **Chapter or other part of a book**
      T: (Fumerton 2006, 77-9)  
• Edited collections
  T: (Lackey and Sosa 2006)

• Article in a print journal
  T: (Broome 1999, 414-9)

• Electronic books or journals
  T: (Skorupski 2010)

• Website content
  T: (Brandon 2008)

• Forthcoming
  For all types of publications followed should be the above guideline style with exception of placing ‘forthcoming’ instead of date of publication. For example, in case of a book:
  T: (Recanati, forthcoming)

• Unpublished material
  T: (Gödel 1951)
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